INTRODUCTION
A considerable body of specific tissue impedance data is available in the literature. A complete knowledge and understanding of the tissue impedance's frequency dependence has been achieved over the total frequency range from 1 cps to several thousand megahertz. On the other hand there exist only very few whole body impedance data. This is most surprising since total body impedance data are a necessary prerequisite to any understanding of electrical hazards to mankind arising from contact with low frequency and radio frequency voltages. They are also of interest in several electrical diagnostic and therapeutic techniques.
It is the purpose of this report
A. To summarize available specific impedance data B. To define body impedance and to relate it to electrode impedance, skin impedance and specific body impedance data C. To predict likely values of total body impedance for various electrode sizes and locations from known specific tissue impedance data and skin impedances.
Of primary interest here will be body impedance values in the radio frequency range from 1-30 MHz. 2 the back of the electrodes establishes a simple additive contribution to the tissue capacitance. However, another arises from the fact that part of the current passes partially through the tissue, then through the walls of the tissue confining cell into the medium outside of the cell, usually air. and eventually back through the tissue. This contribution depends both on C and G of the tissue's sample, and is difficult to assess. Fortunately, the contribution of stray fields to total observed tissue capacitance values is usually small at frequencies up to several megahertz provided that the cell radius r is not too small compared with d. This is due to the fact that e reuiges from about one hundred to many thousand and the C-values given by (1) are therefore much greater than stray field contributions.
II. SPECIFIC BODY IMPEDANCE
If spherical electrodes of radii r^ and r2 are completely surrounded by tissue as depicted in Figure 1c , the equations (1) and (2) are to be replaced by the equations
where the cell constant K is given by
This case is of particular interest to us since, from symmetry, it directly relates to the electrode geometry shown in Figure 2a . Here a half spherical electrode arrangement is assumed. For this case
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The arrangement 2a approximates the situation which exists if two simple disk electrodes, Figure 2b , are attached to the human body. The impedance observed with the arrangement 2b is usually fairly close to that in 2a if the electrode areas of the disks are made equal to those of the half spheres in 2a.
The specific admittance of body tissues is defined by the admittance of a volume unit of tissue Y = K + jü)ee o (7)
• Its inverse is the specific tissue impedance Z = --4 (8)
Thus specific admitLance and impedance are complex quantities and defined in terms of e and <. The magnetic properties of tissues are of no interest here. They are trivial, the permeability being equal to or very close to that of free space and the magnetic losses negligible. At frequencies below 100 MHz, the ratio tan 6 ■-K/u)ee 0 is usually significantly higher than two as demonstrated in Figure 4 . Since the magnitude of Z is taksn from equation (8) 
it is therefore permissable to approximate equation (9) by
where p is the specific resistance. This approximation gives the magnitude of Z accurate to about 10% or less.
A survey of e and p = 1/K data for tissues in the radio frequency range is given in the older literature (Ra^ewsky et al, 1938 ). Values at low frequencies have been given by Kay (1956, 1957 ) and values in the high frequency range by Herrick (1950) , Osswald (1937) and Schwan and Li (1953) . A detailed discussion of these and other data and of the reasons why their values are such as observed is given by Schwan (1957) . A summary of all these and other pertinent data is given in the following Table 1 . More detailed data in the high frequency range are presented in Table 2 and Figure 3 .
However, most of the material in these tables has been obtained on excised tissues. At frequencies below IDG KHz the specific resistance of blood is rather low in comparison with that of tissues given in the tables and electrical currents will tend to take advantage of the presence of blood. Thus under live conditions, actual specific impedance data of tissues supplied with blood can be anticipated to be somewhat lower below 100 KHz than quoted in Table 1 . At frequencies in excess of 100 KHz the difference in blood and tissues specific resistance becomes less pronounced and blood's influence on the tissue impedance should be less noticeable. Htjtrtnct» pertain to maleruü at Mated: B. The conductive part of the specific admittance is always higher than the capacitive one. The ratio of these two currents is given by l/uee p and is shown in Figure 4 for two cases of high water content, muscle and blood. For frequencies up to 100 MHz, it is greater than two and, therefore, the magnitude of the tissue impedance simply given by equation (10) . However, at frequencies in excess of 100 MHz, equation (9) or the equation (8) is more appropriate. Since we are in this study primarily interested in the radio frequency range, we can safely approximate the impedance magnitude by specific resistance values and neglect capacitive currents.
C. Tissues, which by the very nature of their cell membrane shape are anisotropic, also display anisotropic electrical properties. This is indicated in the Table 3 
III. BODY IMPEDANCE CONSIDERATIONS Electrode impedance
Electrode polarization phenomena take place at the interface between electrodes and a conducting medium such as body tissues. This electrode polarization results from the presence of boundary potentials between the electrode and the conducting medium. Details about electrode polarization will not be reviewed here, since covered in detail elswhere (Schwan, 1968) .
However, in the present context it is important to realize that an electrode polarization impedance element exists between the electrodes and the material in contact with them. This polarization impedance Z D = R-+ jX_ is highly frequency sensitive and has a reactive component which may be characterized by a polarization capacitance C-= V^X-where the polarization capacitance C-is assumed to be placed in series with the resistance. We can write Another important fact to be realized is that the electrode polarization impedance which is observed if an electrode is in contact with a biological fluid such as physiological saline solution is considerably smaller than that found if the electrode contacts tissue. In the latter case electrode polarization impedance values are approximately twice to three times higher than in the; case of physiological saline soultion. This ratio of two to three applies for soft tissues with high water content such as muscle and body organs. No data exist for skin. But it appears possible that the aforementioned ratio is higher and variable for skin, depending on the skin's condition, particularly its "wetness" and preparation of its surface layers.
It appears that electrode polarization contributes but little to total observed body impedances above 100 KHz, the principal frequency range of interest in this study. Even between 10 and 100 KHz its contribution should be small. The validity of this statement may be recognized by using typical electrode impedance data at high frequencies as suggested by equations (11) and the data in Figure 5 and comparing them with body impedance data to be reported below. However, it must be stressed, that for rather small "point" contact electrodes, electrode impedances can become high even above 100 KHz. We shall assume that electrodes of a contact area of at least 1 mm are of interest in this study and that therefore, electrode polarization contributions to the body's impedance are sufficiently small to warrant their neglect above 100 KHz.
B. Skin impedance
Skin is a very heterogeneous tissue composed of different layers with different impedance characteristics. Its thickness varies between 2mm and 8mm between different parts of the body and, to a somewhat lesser extent, from individual to individual. The electrical properties of skin are highly sensitive to the skin's condition. The upper layers of skin can be quite dry. Under such conditions the skir resistance can be very high. However, if the upper skin layers are moist or even wet, the skin resistance can decrease very substantially.
Unfortunately, the determination of skin impedance properties is not easy. Its heterogenous structure makes it undesirable to specify specific impedance properties. However, it appears useful instead to consider skin impedances in terms of skin impedances per cm 2 skin surface area. The Table 4 lists some values for the skin surface impedance per cnr as function of frequency. The data change strongly with frequency and the magnitude of the phase angle is higher than for tissues, at least at the lower frequencies. It is considered quite possible that a good part of the rapid increase in quoted skin impedance values with decrease in frequency is simply due to electrode 14 Figure 5 . Frequency dependence of polarization capacity C (solid lines) and resistance R_ (dashed lines) for platinum iridium, elgiloy and stainless steel electrodes (From Jaron, 1967). Typical electrode size 0.14 cm . However, data are presented in terms of values per cm . Note that Pt-Ir has a substantially higher C p and lower Rp, i.e., a lower electrode impedance than the other materials. Table 4 , i.e., close to 900 Ohm-cnr at 100 KHz. This value is about 2 times higher than that for muscle. A much smaller difference is indicated by skin data obtained above 100 MHz, i.e., at the other end of the frequency range of interest in this study (Table 2) . While, unfortunately, no skin data between 0.2 MHz and 100 MHz appear to be available, the above reviewed data indicate that skin behaves above 100 KHz not drastically different from muscle from an electrical point of view. This fact enables us to treat skin alike to muscle and, therefore, simplifies our problem of body impedance value prediction considerably.
C. Factors affecting body impedance values
It is apparent from the above presented material that the body's total observed impedance is dependent on several additive components:
Electrode polarization impedance, Z Skin impedance, Z s Body impeäance, Z
It is the purpose of this study, to provide data on total body impedance values in the radio frequency range, i.e., about 100 KHz. At such frequencies, the electrode impadance can be neglected as discussed before. We have also concluded that the electrical properties of skin are not too different from those of muscle and that it therefore is justified to replace skin by muscle. The body's impedance Zp in turn may be divided into two parts. The first part represents the impedance of the subcutaneous fat layer Z p , which is situated between skin and the deeper body tissues of high water content. The se-ond part is the impedance Z T of the body tissues, which are located beneath the subcutaneous fat layer and is usually primarily composed of muscular and organ tissues and bone. We may therefore write for the total body impedance Z the following equation
where Z and Z can be neglected for frequencies above 100 KHz and wnere
Z B » Z F + Z T (14)
The subcutaneous fat layer varies of course considerably from person to person and from one part of the body to another and it will be difficult to take it precisely into account. The contribution of Z to the body's impedance depends on the one hand on its blood content and on the other on the amount of space which is taken by bone, a comparatively nonconductive material. The effect of blood is noticeable at frequencies much below 100 KHz. As mentioned before, it may be neglected above 100 KHz.
For electrodes whose diameter is larger than or comparable to skin thickness and subcutaneous fat layer thickness, the fat layer impedance Z may be estimated by
where d is the thickness of the subcutaneous fat layer and A the electrode area. For most electrode locations of interest, the subcutaneous fat layer is sufficiently small so that the assumptions underlying equation (15) Table 1 indicates that in this case very large body impedance values are possible. The "deep tissue impedance" Z in equation (14) is determined by electrode configuration, specific impedance data of the tissues found inside the body and the geometric arrangement of various tissues passed by the current. The influence of electrode geometry will be discussed in the next section. Here we will address ourselves to the question: What specific impedance values are appropriate? As shown in the tables of specific impedance data, all body tissues of high water content have comparable properties. An exception to this rule is bone, whose impedance is rather high. We shall assume that the effective specific impedance of soft tissues surrounding bone can be presented by the mixture equation (16) where p T the effective specific impedance of the tissues beneath the subcutaneous fat layer, p H that of muscle and other tissues of high water content, p that of bone and V the volume fraction occupied by bone. Since the specific impedance of bone, PL is high in comparison with Pu, the approximation
is indicated. The mixture equation (16) will surely deviate from whatever appropriate mixture formula may apply under a given set of circumstances. But the dielectric theory of mixtures shows that the error of ecruation (16) is usually not large. It should be noted also, that V is the volume fraction of bone and does not necessarily include the rather well conducting bone marrow contained by bone. Hence, V is significantly smaller than the volume fraction taken by bone and its contained marrow. The error resulting from assuming V = 0 is therefore small in all cases where electrodes are not immediately placed very close to bone.
In conclusion then it may be stated that the body impedance characteristics include a highly variable subcutaneous fat impedance element (equation 15) and another tissue element whose specific impedance is given by equation (17) .
IV. BODY IMPEDANCE VALUES
The following two cases will be discussed since they are of primary interest. In one case the electrode surfaces are large in comparison with the limb cross section, in the other they are small. In many cases it will be of no interest to consider electrodes which are as large as specified above. In these cases, therefore, the considerations cf the next section are appropriate.
A. Large electrodes

B. Smaller electrodes
If the electrode area is smaller than the cross section of the limb to which the electrode is attached, the impedance contribution near the electrode is large. In this case the equations (3), (4) and (6) are indicated, where the specific resistance p ■ 1/K is some average of the specific resistances of skin, subcutaneous fat and tissues of high water content and bone since the current passes through skin, subcutaneous fat and the more deeply placed body tissues. The skin impedance is obtained by dividing the skin impedance value per cm 2 by the electrode area, i.e., equal to about 100/A(cm 2 ) Ohm.* The effect of bone may be considered as indicated by equation (17). In view of the fact that variability of p from one type of sott tissue to another appears to be always within a factor of less than ten, it is appropriate to set the effective value of p somewhat, say twice higher than that of the specific resistance of tissues with high water content such as muscle. One will probably obtain in this manner an equation which is in most cases accurate within a factor of two. Hence, for the total body impedance where r is the smaller of the two electrodes of radius r^ and ^ (assumed to be rather unequal) and A the corresponding electrode area. The value for Ztotal ■*y be as much as double as large if the two electrodes are of comparable size. The first term in equations (20) and (21) is usually small, unless the electrodes are small in area. However, for electrode areas of less than 1 cm 2 the skin impedance contribution becomes larger than that of the body.
C. Comparison of calculated and measured impedance values
Only very few total body impedance values have been quoted in the literature. Table 5 qiiotes values which the author has found in an older German text (Vilbig, 1939) . These values are compared with 2 * Table 4 gives a value of 250 Ohm-cm at 200 KHz, Table 2 a value of 120-140 Ohm-cm for the specific resistance or 50 for the surface resistance, assuming a skin thickness of 4 mm. Since the skin impedance often does not contribute the major part of the body impedance, it appears that a geometric mean of 100 Ohm-cm 2 is justified. The following composite values were measured:
Arm to arm 1500 Right arm to left leg 900
The arm to arm value is about 3-1/2 times higher than that reported in Table 5 , reflecting appropriately the frequency dependence anticipated in Section 4 below. The limb data are also about double to three times as high as the theoretical values quoted in the lower part of Table 5 . The right arm to left leg-value above is again about 3-1/2 times higher than the value in Table 5 . The trunk value is about 1-1/2 times higher than the 1 MHz thorax value in Table 5 . Clearly, the values given by Sinbel, those given in Table 5 , and those calculated from the equations derived in this report are consistent if adequate allowance is made for the frequency dependence of the specific impedance of body tissues.
D. Frequency dependence and phase angle of body impedance
A specific impedance of 200 Ohm-cm was assumed for body tissues of high water content in equation (20). This value is fairly typical for the frequency range from about 0.1 to 1 MHz. As the frequency increases this value drops to about 100 Ohm-cm near 100 MHz. It increases as the frequency is lowered to a value somewhere between 500 and 1000 Ohm-cm at 1 KHz. Thus it may be anticipated that body tissue impedance values are about three or four times higher at 1 KHz and twice lower at 100 MHz than those at 100 KHz or 1 MHz. Clearly, while there is a marked frequency dependence, it is fairly gradual. Variability in impedande values due to its frequency dependence is small in comparison with the uncertainties inherent in the assumptions which led to the equations derived.
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Inspection of the
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The body's impedance is highly variable, depending on electrode location, electrode size, frequency and the nature of the tissues beneath the electrode. However, at frequencies above 100 KHz complexities reduce significantly since electrode polarization phenomena can be neglected in all cases where the electrode is at least 1 am. in area and the skin impedance is less variable than at lower frequencies. At frequencies above 100 KHz it has been therefore possible to derive equations which are useful in the estimation of body impedances. Impedance magnitudes predicted by these equations compare well with a few values quoted in the literature and experiments and range from 20 to 500 Ohms, i.e., over a range of almost two decades depending on circumstances. The body impedance's phase angle should be between the phase angle values for skin and body tissue and has no great effect on the magnitude of the impedance.
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